Re-define your office experience!

We offer the most advanced, touch screen, chiropractic EHR and office management system ever built.

Genius Solutions, Inc.

THOMAS

Total Health Office Management Automation System
Genius Solutions Inc.'s, ehrTHOMAS, version 2.0 was certified on April 25, 2014 by ICSA Labs, an Office of the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB) and is compliant in accordance with applicable criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS). Designating ehrTHOMAS, version 2.0 as a certified ONC HIT 2014 Edition Complete EHR, indicates that the software is capable of supporting eligible providers in meeting the Stage 1 and Stage 2 Meaningful Use measures required to qualify for funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

ehrTHOMAS, version 2.0's certification number is 140061R00. This Complete EHR is 2014 Edition compliant and has been certified by ICSA Labs in accordance with the applicable certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. This certification does not represent an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

The clinical quality measures to which ehrTHOMAS version 2.0 has been certified include: CMS 69, CMS117, CMS122, CMS123, CMS125, CMS127, CMS130, CMS138, CMS139, CMS147, CMS155, CMS156, CMS163, CMS165, CMS182

The additional software relied upon to comply with one or more of the certification criteria include: DrFirst, Microsoft HealthVault, MedlinePlus Connect and Agnosco DICOM Viewer.

The additional types of costs that an eligible provider would pay to implement this Complete EHR's capabilities in order to attempt to meet meaningful use objectives and measures include:
Fixed cost - server upgrade where applicable
Fixed cost - integration fees for health information exchange where applicable

Limitations:
Direct messages can only be sent to HISP's that trust anchors have been exchanged with Genius Solutions HISP. ehrTHOMAS 2014 Edition did not seek optional certification for Cancer Registry Reporting.
What has your EHR done for you lately?
Coded & powered by chiropractors for chiropractors. Now that's Genius!

We know what chiropractors need, because we asked. Then we worked with real chiropractors to give it to you! A true Genius Solution with our Chiropractic Specific EHR and practice management system.

You are just a phone call and a few touches away from both an EHR and an office revolution.

Call now! 800.645.0955
Let us show you how.

- Work flows designed for unique Chiropractic needs
- Extensive library of Chiropractic content & templates
- Customized care plan templates
- Recall module for patient call backs
- Schedule multiple appointments with ease
- Manage missed, rescheduled, & cancelled appointments with ease
- Patient education tools for patients & mandates
- Touch screen flexibility for tablets, workstations, & more
- Cut dual data entry by sending EHR data directly to our PM for billing
- Compatible with nearly every clearinghouse
- Detailed built-in reports to capture & analyze financial & statistical data
- Data encryption to protect sensitive patient information.
- Choose from a variety of finished note styles
- Catch common billing issues before sending claims with built-in claim scrubbing
- Auto-post electronic EOBs from insurance carriers with ease and accuracy
- Inventory feature helps you capture & track: orders/re-orders, on-hand amounts, costs and profits
- Medication tracking for patient allergies & meds

www.geniussolutions.com
Be a Genius. We've been getting doctors paid for thirty years!

Fully loaded with an intuitive interface, helpful features, reports, training, and support. Avoid missed billing elements, document for audit issues, and meet ever-changing government standards. The results? Higher reimbursements and less stress for your practice.

Comprehensive doesn’t have to mean complicated! Let our software help you up your level of patient care and attest for meaningful use and other programs. Integrate and automate with e-eligibility checks, automated statements, and appointment reminder calls.

- Use a touch screen to document routine patient encounters quickly and easily
- Go 'paperless'. Add e-versions of pictures, x-rays and other documents to your patient files
- Be flexible and in-the-know with built-in clinical decision support (CDS) alerts
- Specify patient instructions that reflect your personal style and specific content
- Customize patient treatment plans
- Give patients secure and instant access to their health records with the online patient portal integration
- Protect your encrypted data with secure permission levels.
- Track user logins and input for HIPAA compliance and audits
- Chart vital sign trends over time
- Certified complete for 2014, Stage 2, standards
Vital patient information is always at hand with our Patient Summary Screen. The main page design gives you a quick snapshot of a patient's information. View a patient's "timeline" to see previous visit information, PSFH, diagnostic history, etc.
Streamlined Exams and Work Flow.

Don't forget to document a thing. Use our built-in chiropractic content to document individual visits with quick precision. THOMAS gives you and your staff simple selection options to input content and information. Patient data input gets collected as you create your patient visit reports.

You can custom design your own unique workflows in THOMAS. This allows you to adjust THOMAS to document in your particular style for visits. Your practice – Your way.

ehrTHOMAS
Certified Complete EHR
We support You!

Our design, programming, technical support, and training services are fully housed and provided in the United States. This allows us to give you unparalleled one-on-one customer service, so you can enjoy responsive support at it's finest. Healthcare professionals switch to us specifically for this service experience, where we when we say "We care!", we mean it.

Genius designed with you in mind. We've made it easy!

Our touch screen user interface provides an intuitive program flow and easy-to-read screens. It also makes it the perfect EHR fit for your tablet.

ehrTHOMAS + eTHOMAS
Certified Complete EHR + 30 Years Experience
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Patient Registration & Routing

- Track insurance and benefits for co-pays, deductibles, and patient transfers
- Maintain complete patient histories and financial information
- Generate trackable patient statements, claims, and encounter sheets
- Accommodate capitation, pre-authorization, HMO, and self-pay plans
- Attach multi-media to patient files (including patient pictures & insurance cards)
- Comprehensive security & activity tracking for HIPAA compliance & confidentiality

Reports

Monitor & develop your business by using eTHOMAS Reports

- Use built-in reports or create custom reports for patient, financial, and statistical analysis (most are exportable into Microsoft® Excel or Word)
- Create mail merge letters, labels, and envelopes
- Track your inventory items with special inventory and reporting features

eTHOMAS

EHR-PM Integration
Complete office management

eTHOMAS is our premiere healthcare management and billing software solution. It's not an add-on or an afterthought, it is our lifeblood, just as billing is the lifeblood of your business. Don't settle for an EHR that has a new, untested, billing component. Take advantage of over 30 years of expertise in the practice management industry. With our eTHOMAS Complete Practice Management Software Solution you'll get a complete, integrated program. Direct information transfer between EHR and practice management gives billing ease and HIPAA security.

Up your accuracy & efficiency with automatic data transfers between EHR and PM. One and done!

Practice Management
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Practice Management
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Appointment Scheduling
Enjoy the ultimate appointment scheduling experience with full customization

- Schedule multiple appointments at one time
- Find next open appointment
- Schedule, reschedule, or cancel appointments easily with our point-and-click calendar
- Integrated appointment reminders and recalls are available
- Customize the scheduler to your office needs and let it help you control your patient flow

Processing Patient Charges
Fast, Efficient, and Adjustable eTHOMAS helps you fly through patient charges and payments

- Built-in help available on each screen
- Generate electronic claims, invoices, statements, EOBs, and inquiries
- Smart software "learns" your payments, co-pays, and adjustments, reducing time and increasing posting accuracy
- Validation messages help input data accuracy
- Automated insurance payment posting from 835 insurance remittance advice
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Automated Appointment Reminder System
ADAMS works directly with your appointment book in eTHOMAS, making patient reminder calls for you. Keeping in touch with your patients has never been easier or more cost effective. With ADAMS you can text, e-mail, call, or do any combination of the three to make reminder contacts with your patients.

Automated Statement Printing
Prepare and send statements as often as you like, customize your messages, select and deselect patients on the fly. Have eTHOMAS prepare your files, but instead of printing them out in your office, send us the file (securely over the internet) and carry on with the rest of your day. Now you have more time to follow-up with patients and insurance payments.

e-Eligibility
Verify eligibility at a touch and get results in a matter of seconds. Our eligibility feature is tied directly into your eTHOMAS system and will let you download any specifics the payors share. Receive a variety of vital patient information regarding benefits, copays & deductibles, remaining deductible, co-insurance, etc.
Genius Online Hosting
Are you looking around your office and computers at equipment that is 5 years old or older? Are you looking for up-to-date access to the latest in EHR, Practice Management anytime/anywhere? Let us show you how easy it all can be with Genius Online Hosting. Just log on and work.

Genius SoftCare
SoftCare is your convenient, no-hassle support plan to maintain your THOMAS system. Enjoy the benefits of priority technical support, which can maximize staff and billing efficiency, as well as keep your software up-to-date with changes required by government and industry. SoftCare provides you with peace of mind.

Genius Training
Learning isn't just for newbies, and good training is always a key to good cash flow. We offer classroom, webinar, seminar, and one-on-one training for your individual and office needs. We also offer a variety of ongoing opportunities to sharpen both your professional and office skills. Let us put you on the fast-track to productivity with a continuing foundation of quality training.
Get Paid Better.
You Earned it!

Automating your office is no longer an option. Integrating Practice Management and EHR solutions into your practice is the answer. Genius Solutions, Inc. has 30 years in the business of specialized healthcare software solutions. We offer integrated, certified complete, electronic health records (EHR) and practice management solution. Ease your documentation burden, increase your office productivity, and prepare for continuing healthcare changes. We're here to make it easy.

Don't leave money on the table, on your computer, or in a file... Call now, and let us show you how! 800.645.0955

Genius designed with You in mind.

Genius Solutions, Inc.
7177 Miller Dr.
Warren, MI 48092
Phone: 800.645.0955
www.geniussolutions.com